
Notes on completion  

Before completing this form, please refer to the Gas Network Innovation Competition 
(NIC) Governance Document.  
Please use the default font (Verdana size 10) in your submission, the text entry areas 
are predetermined and should not be changed. Please ensure all content is contained 
within the boundaries of the text areas. The full-completed submission should not 
exceed 10 pages in total.  
Ofgem will publish all the information contained within the Screening Submission. 
Funding Licensee 

Network Licence Project Partners 

Funding Licensee area 

Project title 

Project Summary 
The Licensee must provide an approximate Project start and end date 

Estimated Project funding 
The  Licensee must provide an approximate figure of the total cost of the project and the NIC funding it is applying for. 

Total cost of Project NIC funding requested 

Requested funding 
from Electricity NIC, 
NIA or second tier 
LCN Fund?  

If yes, please specify 

Gas Network Innovation Competition 
Screening Submission Pro-forma 
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Problem 
The Licensee must provide a narrative which explains the Problem(s) which the Project is seeking to address. 

Method(s) 
The Licensee must describe the Method(s) which are being demonstrated or developed. The Licensee must outline how the 
Method(s) could solve the Problem. The type of Method should be identified where possible e.g. technical or commercial. 
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Method(s) continued 

Funding commentary 
The Licensee must provide a commentary on the accuracy of its funding estimate. If the Project has phases, the DNO should 
identify the approximate cost of each phase. IGTs should indicate potential bid costs expenses 

Specific Requirements (please tick which of the specific requirements this project fulfils) 

A specific piece of new (i.e. unproven in GB) equipment (including control and/or communications 
systems and/or software) 

A specific novel arrangement or application of existing gas transmission or/and distribution 
equipment (including control and communications systems software) 

A specific novel operational practice directly related to the operation of the gas transportation system 

A specific novel commercial arrangement 
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Accelerates the development of a low carbon energy sector & has the potential to 
deliver net financial benefits to existing and/or future customers.    

The Licensee must demonstrate that the Solution has the potential to accelerate the development of the low carbon energy 
sector in GB and/or deliver wider environmental benefits to GB customers. The Network Licensee must demonstrate the 
potential to deliver net financial benefits to existing and/or future customers. 
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Delivers value for money for gas customers 
The Licensee must demonstrate that the Method(s) being trialled can derive benefits and resulting learning that can be 
attributed to or are applicable to the gas transportation system.  

 
  

Demonstrates the Project generates knowledge that can be shared amongst all 
Network Licensees 
The Licensee must explain the learning which it expects the Method(s) it is trialling to deliver. The Licensee must demonstrate 
that it has a robust methodology in place to capture the learning from the Trial(s).  
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Please tick if the project conforms to the default IPR arrangements set out in 
the NIC Governance Document? 
If the Licensee wishes to deviate from the default requirement for IPR then it must demonstrate how the learning will be 
disseminated to other Licensees and how value for money will be ensured. The Licensee must also outline the proposed 
alternative arrangements and justify why the arrangements are more suitable than the default arrangements. 

How is the project innovative and with an uproven business case where the innovation 
risk warrants a limited Development or Demonstration Project to demonstrate its 
effectiveness. 
Demonstrate why the Licensee has not previously used this Solution (including where the Solution involves commercial 
arrangements) and why NIC funding is required to undertake it. This must  include why the Licensee would not run the trial as 
part of its normal course of business and why the Solution is not Research. 
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Project Partners and external resourcing/funding  

The Licensee must provide evidence of how Project Partners have been identified and selected, including details of the process 
that has been followed and the rationale for selecting Participants and ideas for the project. 
 
The Licensee should provide details of any Project Partners who will be actively involved in the Project and are prepared to 
devote time, resources and/or funding to the Project. If the Licensee has not identified any specific Project Partners, it should 
provide details of the type of Project Partners it wishes to attract to the Project.  
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Derogations or exemptions 
The Licensee should outline if it considers that the Project will require any derogations, exemptions or changes to the 
regulatory arrangements. 

Customer impact 
The Licensee should outline any planned interaction with Customers or Customer’s premises as part of the Project, and any 
other direct customer impact (such as amended contractual or charging arrangements, or supply interruptions). 
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Details of cross sector aspects 

The Licensee should complete this box only if this project forms part of a larger cross sector project that is seeking funding 
from multiple competitions (ie Electricity NIC or LCN Fund). The Licensee must explain about the it will be collaborating with, 
how it all fits together, and must add a justification for the funding split.  
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Contact name 

Contact Address 

E-mail 

Direct telephone line 

Job title 

Any further detail the DNO feels may support its submission. 
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	Funding LicenseeRow1: Scotland Gas Networks and & Southern Gas Networks
	Network Licence Project PartnersRow1: N/A
	Funding Licensee areaRow1: Scotland Gas Networks and Southern Gas Networks
	Project titleRow1: Robotics
	The Licensee must provide an approximate Project start and end date: This innovative and world-leading project will potentially allow extensive work to be carried out on the gas network without the need for disruptive roadworks. The objective of our project is to develop new robotic technologies that operate inside the live gas network, that will repair leaking joints, manage the risk of pipe fracture in larger diameter pipes and repair and replace pipeline assets. The project scope will cover:• Detailed design and manufacture of modular robotic platforms• Development of management and operational procedures• Full testing to ensure the robots can be operated safely inside a live gas pipe• A detailed commercial appraisalIf this proposal is accepted then it is hoped the development of these robotic technologies will fundamentally change the way the UK operates and maintains its network of gas distribution pipes.  The primary participants in the project will be SGN and ULC Robotics, however a number of others will participate subject to competitive tender. The proposed project duration is two years, with a start date 3 January 2014.
	Total cost of Project: £7.378m
	NIC funding requested: £6.64m
	If yes please specify: None
	The Licensee must provide a narrative which explains the Problems which the Project is seeking to addressRow1: All gas network operators aim to operate their networks in a safe and efficient manner. At present greater than 80000km of UK gas distribution mains are metallic and subject to ageing. They are costly to operate and require inspection, repair or replacement. There are three key drivers for intervention in relation to these assets. These are leakage, risk management, and third party damage.Leakage – the largest proportion of network leakage occurs from joints on metallic gas mains. This is the gas transporter’s biggest impact on the environment and is reflected in the networks shrinkage declarations. Methane, the primary component of natural gas, is around 21 times more harmful than CO2 and lost gas per annum across all the distribution networks has a carbon equivalent of 4.56Mtonnes of CO2e (carbon dioxide equivalent).The current method of repairing joints requires a separate excavation on each joint which is both costly and causes considerable disruption to road users. The robotics proposal will eliminate the need for the overwhelming majority of these excavations as the joints will be repaired internally. Risk Management - A common risk model is used by all the gas distribution networks to manage their replacement programmes. At this time the recognised method of risk removal for small diameter pipe is full replacement. Under RIIO, there is an opportunity to explore alternative methods of risk reduction for Tier 2 and 3 pipes, and our development of robotics to measure stress and strain in pipe walls will allow alternative risk removal techniques to be applied.Third Party Damage – Robotics will allow the accurate mapping of gas pipes to be undertaken, which will be of use to other utility companies as well as local and highway authorities excavating in the roads and reduce the risk of accidental damage to gas pipes. Accurate mapping will also reduce the number of aborted excavations we undertake when making service connections to our pipes.There are therefore four key potential areas of benefit if our project is successful: • Reduction in repair costs • Reduction of third party damage • Improved risk management of metallic mains• Reduction in leakage from gas distribution networks 
	The Licensee must describe the Methods which are being demonstrated or developed The Licensee must outline how the Methods could solve the Problem The type of Method should be identified where possible eg technical or commercialRow1: The project will be broken down into elements with a series of project stages focussing on specific elements. There will be an opportunity to review and assess at the end of each stage before proceeding to the next.There are four key elements that are to be developed and demonstrated  - they are:1. A robotic ‘platform’ to enable deployment of modular repair and inspection devices including geospatial location data acquisition  2. An internal mechanical joint installation module and internal seal repair method3. A robotic visual and non-visual inspection module including sensors for collection of corrosion, cracking, wall thickness, stress and pipe condition data4. A platform for automated ‘live asset replacement’ for distribution services and mains 
	The Licensee must demonstrate that the Solution has the potential to accelerate the development of the low carbon energy sector in GB andor deliver wider environmental benefits to GB customers The Network Licensee must demonstrate the potential to deliver net financial benefits to existing andor future customersRow1: This project is designed to deliver environmental benefits to UK gas customers through:• The reduction of leakage and gas emissions• Reduced excavation requirements in the highway which will reduce costs and minimise disruption to road users• Reduced gas mains repairs as a result of less public reported gas escapes• Reduced gas main replacement activity At present the total leakage across all UK distribution networks is approximately 4.56Mtonnes of CO2e per annum. If pipe remediation through robotics is successful then leakage can and will be prevented. As an example, if full remediation of 1km of a 24” CI gas pipe within a 30mbar network was achieved, the saving in gas emissions would be 5.55 tonnes of Natural gas, or 116.5 tonnes of CO2e per annum.The Government's Carbon plan sets the UK's progress towards and framework for meeting carbon targets. Currently, greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions caused by leakage from the UK's gas network are, although relatively low in terms of units of energy lost, the most significant source of GHG emissions from the UK network, far greater than our operational emissions. We see an enduring role for the gas network, transporting many sources of new unconventional and low-carbon gas whilst being utilised for different purposes including innovative heating solutions and transport. Reducing leakage and cutting GHG emissions from the network is a very important aspect of increasing our sustainability and we hope that this project will help us towards this goal.All Gas Distribution Network's are engaged in a multi-million pound mains replacement programme. This project seeks to reduce cost in this area by improving operational techniques and risk management data through robotics
	The Licensee must demonstrate that the Methods being trialled can derive benefits and resulting learning that can be attributed to or are applicable to the gas transportation systemRow1: The project is designed to reduce leakage and failure of gas distribution networks through inspection, repair and replacement of assets from inside the gas main using robotic techniques. These are high cost areas for gas distribution networks, which justify the scale of the project proposed.The field of robotics is highly specialised. ULC Robotics has been selected for their unique experience and competence in this area to support this project and has contributed to the development of the project requirements and proposal. The prices submitted within the project have been benchmarked against previous work and based on projected daily rates.Additional project participants will be required to deliver elements 3 and 4 of our project. Specifically, technologies including microwave, acoustics, radiography, magnetic flux leakage, pulsed eddy current, and ultrasonics, will all be researched and analyzed for use in performing in situ integrity assessment of the pipe wall. This will include the detection of corrosion, wall loss, cracking, pitting and locating of unknown features. This aspect will be subject to competitive tender and an estimated cost has been included in the funding requested.Further support will also be required by PE pipe and manufacturing suppliers to develop either electro fusion, compression, or push fit fittings for application in the annulus of the pipe by the robotic solution. This has been estimated as part of the funding assessment, but will be subject to a competitive tender.All the potential benefits from the project will be realised through increased efficiencies in the operation and management of the gas distribution network.
	The Licensee must explain the learning which it expects the Methods it is trialling to deliver The Licensee must demonstrate that it has a robust methodology in place to capture the learning from the TrialsRow1: Our project is designed to develop robotic solutions to clearly defined industry challenges. The outputs of our project will be a documented risk assessment, field trial demonstration and analysis report, which will be shared with all UK gas distribution network Licensees to support deployment, development or otherwise. We will be determined to share our learning as widely as possible for the benefit of the gas industry overall. 
	If the Licensee wishes to deviate from the default requirement for IPR then it must demonstrate how the learning will be disseminated to other Licensees and how value for money will be ensured The Licensee must also outline the proposed alternative arrangements and justify why the arrangements are more suitable than the default arrangementsRow1: 
	Demonstrate why the Licensee has not previously used this Solution including where the Solution involves commercial arrangements and why NIC funding is required to undertake it This must include why the Licensee would not run the trial as part of its normal course of business and why the Solution is not ResearchRow1: Our project seeks solutions to industry challenges from the field of cutting edge robotics. Due to the novelty of the robotics application, the project has particular technical challenges, specifically the engineering and operational aspects that require to be controlled in order to operate complex electronics in a live gas environment. In order to deliver a project on this scale will require significant expertise from both inside and outside of our company and industry that could not be delivered under business as usual. 
	The Licensee must provide evidence of how Project Partners have been identified and selected including details of the process that has been followed and the rationale for selecting Participants and ideas for the project The Licensee should provide details of any Project Partners who will be actively involved in the Project and are prepared to devote time resources andor funding to the Project If the Licensee has not identified any specific Project Partners it should provide details of the type of Project Partners it wishes to attract to the ProjectRow1: There are two key project participants; ULC Robotics and SGN.ULC Robotics (ULCR) specialises in developing unique solutions for energy industry technical challenges; from the creation of simple tools to complex electromechanical systems.  ULCR has a proven track record of success in robotics and routinely executes multiple complex robotics R&D projects simultaneously. They have expertise in project management, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, sensor development and application, programming, user interface development as well as manufacturing, assembly and testing. ULCR has unique experience in the commercial deployment of live gas pipeline robotics are considered the ideal partner to commercialise and deploy the technologies developed under the project.Additional participants will be sought at various stages of the project. The cost for this aspect has been estimated as part of the funding assessment, but will be subject to a competitive tender process.ULCR are currently working with us to field trial and demonstrate CISBOT, a precursor to this project.Further to a period of comprehensive stakeholder engagement we have set out an innovation strategy to do a number of things:• Improve the way in which we work to be more efficient, more customer focussed, less disruptive whilst carrying out roadworks and reduce our carbon footprint• Support entry into the network from renewable sources of gas and support the low carbon economy• Open up competition in gas distribution through provision of alternative entry pointsTo support our innovation strategy, we adopt both a proactive and reactive approach to idea generation. We run a suggestions scheme, called Ignite (Ignitescheme@sgn.co.uk), for our staff, our project partners, suppliers and anyone else who wishes to make a suggestion, offer a new product or share an idea. We are also proactive in seeking new innovations and project partners, through our industrywatch; our external memberships with greater access to SMEs; and most successfully through challenging our ever increasing array of project partners to come up with solutions to our industry issues. We continually prioritise the ideas and develop projects for both the NIA and NIC based on their scale, feasibility, potential to add value to the UK gas consumer and support our outputs under RIIO GD1. The project proposals are subject to a challenge and review at our Innovation Board, which reports to our Executive. Having followed this process, we believe the Robotics project to be of significant scale and potential to be considered under the NIC.
	The Licensee should outline if it considers that the Project will require any derogations exemptions or changes to the regulatory arrangementsRow1: If the demonstration is successful, the evidence could be used to support a network code modification to the GDN shrinkage model to reflect the remediation of metallic pipelines and associated reduction in leakage from the pipes in question. The project does not require a derogation or exemption in any other respect.
	The Licensee should outline any planned interaction with Customers or Customers premises as part of the Project and any other direct customer impact such as amended contractual or charging arrangements or supply interruptionsRow1: The project will impact on customers within the demonstration projects for asset replacement only. The impact will be minimal, since we will be field trialling on a project where we already intend to replace the asset. The method proposed is designed to be less disruptive than the current method. Any failure of the system would require us to revert back to known techniques with no additional disruption to the customer. The Guaranteed standards of service will apply.
	The Licensee should complete this box only if this project forms part of a larger cross sector project that is seeking funding from multiple competitions ie Electricity NIC or LCN Fund The Licensee must explain about the it will be collaborating with how it all fits together and must add a justification for the funding splitRow1: There are none
	Any further detail the DNO feels may support its submissionRow1: ULCR has a proven track record of developing tools and systems capable of performing inspection and repair in critical environments and in diverse and difficult to reach locations. A few of these projects include:• Micro Magnetic Cased Pipe Inspection Robot designed to collect video, temperature, humidity and ultrasonic wall thickness data from within the annular space of cased pipe.• Variable Geometry Crawler Robots capable of vertically launching into 12” to 36” live gas mains and performing a detailed internal inspection.• PRX250K Gas Camera, which allows for vertical launch and detailed video inspection of live gas mains from 2” to 12” up to 60 psi.• CISBOT cast iron joint sealing robots, launch into live 6” to 36” gas mains, at pressures up to 25 psi, and perform drilling and sealing using anaerobic sealant.We are working on a project currently to demonstrate the CISBOT (Cast Iron joint sealing Robot), developed by ULCR for the US gas distribution networks funded through the NIA, the learning from which will feed into this project.
	Contact nameRow1: Angus McIntosh
	Contact AddressRow1: Scotia Gas Networks, Axis House, 5 Lonehead Drive, Newbridge EH28 8TG
	EmailRow1: angus.mcintosh@sgn.co.uk
	Direct telephone lineRow1: 01314691823, 07966105362
	Job titleRow1: Innovation and New Technology Manager
	Check Box6: Yes
	Methods continuedRow1: Broadly, for each element there will be five key outputs; detailed design and manufacture of modular robotic platforms; Alpha testing (off-site controlled environment testing); Beta testing (live site field trial testing); technical assurance and quantified risk assessment; and commercial appraisal and success criteria.
	The Licensee must provide a commentary on the accuracy of its funding estimate If the Project has phases the DNO should identify the approximate cost of each phase IGTs should indicate potential bid costs expensesRow1: The estimated funding for each element of the project is as follows:Element 1 and 2   £2.398mElement 3    £2.653mElement 4   £2.327mTotal     £7.378mFunding requested = £6.64mThe funding requested is an estimate at this time, however, prices from project participants will be fixed under contractual arrangements in the final submission. Any variance in cost is likely to be as a result of the competitive tender. The NIC bid preparation cost is estimated to be in the region of £80,000 which will be recovered from the NIA and will include legal costs, bid preparation, procurement events and travel.
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	Check Box3: Yes
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